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REMOVING THE FEAR FACTOR
Most people who don’t understand how the
computer operates have a fear about it. I’ve
seen many studies, talked to many people,
and been the consultant on many projects
where I had to train people in that very state
of mind.
Getting past the fear of turning on the power,
listening to the fan on the power supply start
to rotate, seeing the power button on the
monitor light up, seeing the screen become
active when things start appearing, all these
can cause stress in a person who has a fear
of working on a computer.
Taking the steps necessary to overcoming
this fear is simple. Let’s work on exposing
the mystery inside the box. To do this, let’s:
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•

Look inside the computer and see what
happens when the power is turned on.

•

Look inside the computer and see the
power supply.

•

Look inside the computer and see the
fan on the power supply start to spin.

Once these three things take place, there is
a great chance that you will see there is no
mystery inside the box, and an even greater
percentage that you will overcome your fear
of working on a computer.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Brother Keith is a born again Christian. He is a Spirit-led man
of God, teacher and author. His life has been transformed
from things such as pride and prison to passion and purpose.
God is the author of the Bible. It is meant to be our instruction
manual, our roadmap home. Without it, we are lost. Use the
information in these books to help you and others.
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God destroys the darkness behind us, to direct us toward
our destiny ahead. So whatever you do on your journey,
never turn back. God bless you in your walk with
Christ.Amen.
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